
`SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – JULY & AUGUST 2018 
**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 
DURING JULY & AUGUST 2018 

 

1. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 02.07.2018 at 00:15 hrs, loco No .13407/WDG-3A  was 

given shunt movement from Road-4 of KCG station of HYB division to tower car shed and then 

to move to Rd-5. During this movement, the loco dashed to tower car shed Iron gate and then to 

Tower car. This leads to collapse of complete wall of Tower car shed.  

Cause of the Accident:  Points man failed to accompany the light engine and show PHS and 

shunter failed to see the availability of pointsman in the light engine. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri.Chekri chetan, Pointsman/KCG as it was his responsibility  to signal the shunter 

where to stop as being done while attaching locos to train, attaching/detaching wagon/coaches 

Secondary Sri. Satyanarayana shunter as he should know the CSR available while performing 

shunting. 

Blameworthy:  

1. SSE/TRD/KCG failed to bring to the notice to higher authorities for prevention of similar 

incidents even though the incidents were occurred in the past also prior to this incident. 

2. TI/KCG failed to counsel the staff to avoid shunting operation on the tower car shed 

siding, even though earlier similar incidents were occurred in the past. 

3. SMR/KCG failed to ensure whether the staff are following the G&SR and SWR/KCG in 

connection of shunting rules. 

     Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. The SWR/KCG shall be more clear, whether the LE shunting in the siding is  permitted 

or not.  

2. The walkie talkie sets shall be provided to the on duty shunter for better communication 

among the staff. 

3. Shunting staff shall be counselled regularly about shunting and safety related aspects, 

which shall be ensured by SMR/KCG regularly. 

4. Voice recording walkie talkie shall be provided to the shunting staff to establish the 

appropriate cause of the incident. 

5. If the shunting is permitted to the tower car shed siding, reflective stop boards shall be 

provided on the gate of tower car shed siding. 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Trailed through): On 03.07.2018 at PRLI yard of SC division, Train 

number 17205 Express, consisting of 21 coaches and hauled by MU 14919 + 13201 WDG-

3/KZJ, left SNSI on its schedule movement to CCT. The train reached PRLI station at 01.32 hrs 

on 04.07.18. At PRLI the engines are required to be reversed for onward movement. At 01.34 

hrs, the engines were detached from the train coaches at MSED end. The reversing of engines 

from loop line-1 via loop line-2 involves movement over point Nos 50, 51, 52, 55B, 56A & 57.  

After detaching, shunter without observing the shunt signal No.41 which was in Danger aspect 



moved the engines by passing shunt single No. 41 at danger at about 01.36 hrs, cleared point 

Nos 50, 51 & 52 and stopped beyond shunt signal -59 after trailing through points 51 & 52. 

Cause of the accident: Passing shunt signal at danger by the shunter. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. Ratnakar Dubey, LP/G/Shunter/PRLI 

Secondary Responsible: Sri. R.D.Kamble, CLI/PRLI 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1) Effective & frequent counselling to be done by all CLI‟s where they final 

LPs/ALPs/Shunters lacking practical knowledge. 

2) Ambush checks to be conduct where shunters are kept/left idle during no 

work/movement. 

3) SS should ensure that walkie-talkies are in working condition. 

4) Pointsman should carry walkie-talkies during shunting movements. 

5) Pointsman should carry whistles without fail.  

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 04.07.2018 at RJY of BZA division, at about 04:55 hrs, 

while pushing weighment special with Loco no.28424 with 6 wagons from shunting neck to 19 th 

lie, one pair of wheels at BCN wagon next to engine derailed (trolley adjacent to Loco, leading 

axle two wheels) Wagon No.BCNAHSM1-3114055506 derailed at Pt no. 51W 

Cause of the accident: due to excess variation in versines  coupled with excess variation in 

free heights of springs caused un equal load on springs which leads to the derailment. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. K. Srinivas, SSE/P.Way/RJY 

Secondary Responsible: SSE/C&W/JUDW shops/N.Railway. 

 

4. Brief of the Accident (Trailed through): On 08.07.2018 at BZA yard of BZA division, at about 

01:20 hrs, Diesel light engine No.15065/WDP-1/BZA handled by Sri. P. Suresh Kumar 

LP(shunting)/Dsl/BZA while moving from shed line to platform no.2 on shunt signal 65B in off 

position, trailed through hand operated point L-31 damaging the RH tongue rail, passed one 

wheel and stopped.  

Cause of the accident: Non observance of correct setting of points by LP(shunting) and Bunk 

points man. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. P.Salma Begum, PM/RMV 

Secondary Responsible: Sri. P.Suresh Kumar, LP/G/Dsl/BZA 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. On duty Bunk points man should follow SWR strictly. 

2. Shunter should follow shunting precautions and rules to be followed strictly while performing 

shunting on non-interlocked points. 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 09.07.2018 at MZCY siding of YA station of GTL 

division, after un-loading the content, while forming empty rake, Wagon No. SE BOXNHL 

22141591902 derailed in tippler No. 9 at 10.20hrs. 

Cause of the Accident: while moving on tippler table, the wagon tippler table was automatically 

lifted due to some technical problem and last wagon derailed. 

Responsibility: MZCY/YAD/SDG authorities. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 10.07.2018 at Selu yard of NED division, at about 13:00 

hrs, while performing shunting of DGS-341 & CSM-948 from RGM Line to M/L, two pair of rear 

wheels of CSM derailed after passing 12A point and before Xing nose. 



Cause of the accident: At Fish plate joint, rails were not in one fishing plane due to loose fitting 

of fish plate. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. Ashok Narayan. TMTR/Gang No.9/SSE/P.Way/SELU 

Blameworthy: Sri. S.K.Suman, SSE/P.Way/SELU 

 

7. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 13.07.2018 at RU yard of GTL division, at about 03:10 

hrs, movement was given for Loco No.14630/WDG3A/GY with 2 milk tankers from coaching 

yard 2 to GTL shunting neck and then to Rd-2. While moving towards shunting neck, the point 

No.186/N was opened forcefully (trail through). After detaching 2 milk tankers on Rd-2, again 

loco movement was taken to coaching yard 2. The trailed through point No. 186/N was not 

observed by any concerned staff. While moving the Loco from GTL shunting neck to coaching 

yard 2, loco has taken two routes and derailed on point no.186/N 

Cause of the accident: failed to ensure proper setting of point No.186/N and backed the loco 

without observing trailed through point. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. K.Guru swamy, Pointsman/RU 

Secondary Responsible:  

1. Sri. C.Muni Raja, LP/Goods/RU 

2. Sri. A. Francis Xavier, Tower Car driver(Tech-III/OHE/RU) who failed for normalise the point 

no. 186/N after tower car movement. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Manual operated points needs to be converted in to motorised points. 

2. For moving Tower car from Tower car shed to section and vice-versa, manual points are 

being operated in coaching yard by tower car staff and no pointsman being deputed for 

operating manual points. Sufficient pointsman needs to be posted at RU. 

 

8. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 13.07.2018 at BLL station of GTL division at 04.57 hrs Home 

signal (S-1) was taken off for Dn loop line for RSD goods train. Train arrived on to Dn loop line 

at 05:13:17 hrs and passed Dn loop line starter signal No. S-4 at danger at 05.13:34 hrs and 

travelled a distance of 13 meters beyond the starter signal.  

Cause of the Accident: due to late application of brakes 

Responsibility:  

Primary:  

1. Sri. Krishna Vinod Gupta, LP/Goods/GY for passing Dn loop line starter signal at „ON‟ 

2. Sri. Dil Bahadur Meena,, Sr.ALP/GY, for not applying emergency brake. 

Secondary: Sri. C.Penchalaiah,CLI/GY – for not counselling LP for the past one year even after 

knowing that LP Sri. Krishna Vinod Gupta was involved in SPAD as ALP. 

Matters brought to light: 

1. There are no policy/guidelines for Loco Inspectors to monitor LPs in hoth UP & DN directions 

of the section in which the LPs are having LRs. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Nominated CLI may be asked to counsel the LPs in both UP & DN directions of the section 

in which the LPs are having LRs. 

2. Loco Pilots with previous record of involving in SPAD and other unusuals should be 

counselled regularly and their engineman ship should be monitored on regular basis by both 

officers & Supervisors. Speed chart of those LPs to be monitored regularly. 

3. Identified LPs, whose engineman ship is not satisfactory, shall be sent for simulation training 

for improving their driving skills.  

 



9. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 17.07.2018 at BZA yard of BZA division, while attaching 

the loco on a stable load of 8 LHB coaches towards VSKP end of the LV-2, the last vehicle on 

the other end i.e. leading wheel of the leading trolley towards BZA end, derailed. The dragging 

distance was around 1 m. The shunting staff have not ensured the removal of wooden skid from 

the rear coach and attached the loco on the other end. This resulted in mounting of the last 

vehicle last wheel and lead to the derailment of the last vehicle by one axle. 

Cause of the accident: failure of the shunting staff in removal of the skids in the far end of the 

rake has lead to the derailment.  

Primary Responsible:  

1. Sri. Ch. Gopa Raju, Shunting Jamedar/BZA 

2. Sri. D.Pratap Kumar, Assist Pointsman/BZA 

Secondary Responsible: NIL 

Blameworthy: Sri. P. Suresh Kumar, LP(shunter)/goods/DSL/BZA, who failed to preserve the 

clues. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. One round of counselling to all shunting staff in procedures of shunting and prevention of 

derailments during shunting. 

2. One round of counselling to all supervisors on the responsibilities regarding preservation of 

clues quickly and avoiding delay in recording joint observations at the time of derailment. 

 

10. Brief of the Accident (Trailed through): On 19.07.2018 at MLY DLS Shed of HYB division, at 

about 10:00 hrs, while performing movement of DEMU Empty rake from Line No. 4 to Wheel 

lathe line, manually operated point No.107 at MLY „A‟ cabin of SC division, was trailed through. 

Cause of the accident: After attending the schedule and while placing the empty rake, staff 

failed to ensure proper brake power of formation 

Primary Responsible: Sri. Jude, Tech. Gr-II/MLY 

Secondary Responsible: Sri. A.G. Kameshwara Rao, JE/Dsl/MLY 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Point No. 107D may be interlocked. 

2. Sufficient pointsman to be provided since movement of the DEMU rakes has been 

increased. 

3. Separate shunting neck may be provided for the DEMU  shunting so that traffic disturbances 

will be avoided. 

 

11. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 21.07.2018 at NED station of NED division, shunt 

movement was given for Empty Rake consisting of Four coaches and one Loco No.13337WDM-

3A/MLY from sick line on shunt signal No.14 in off condition towards PAU end. Shunter stopped 

the train after clearing the shunt signal No.14 and point No.101 at the rear. After 5 minutes while 

backing the formation on hand signals of pointsman towards stabling line, front trolley of coach 

No.SC 99289 nearer to loco derailed and R-1 wheel of loco is slightly floating in the air. 

Cause of the Accident: The wrong settings of points might have happened as indicated by the 

site conditions. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:  

1. Sri. Prabhakar Awatade, SSE/Signal/Con./NED for not following the 

Disconnection/Reconnection procedure. 

2. Sri. M.Sunil Kumar for keeping the Panel SM in dark about the block timings. 

Matters brought to light: 



1. No joint readings were taken immediately after the derailment. 

2. It is observed that supervisors are grossly ignorant of basic laid down procedures to be 

followed in case of unusual. 

3. Shunt signal 14 was taken to clear off shunt No.39 on shunting neck. However, as per the 

requirement short shunting was performed and trail through occurred while passing Point 

No.34B towards PAU end.  

 

12. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 02.08.2018 at SC yard of SC division, at about 19:30 

hrs, DSL shunting light engine No.14942/WDG-3A/KZJ derailed on Point No.131 while 

performing rake swapping. Shunt No.55 and 54A were taken off to clear of Shunt No.28 towards 

ART siding. Shunter has passed the Shunt No.55 and Shunt No.54A and moved up to 129 track 

circuit. Subsequently the shunter has moved back and cleared 129 track circuit. On clearance of 

129T, SMR/RRI/SC has taken off Shunt No.56 and given movement for light engine to ART 

siding. This movement needs Point No.131 in normal and accordingly it was operated to 

Normal. The shunter has again moved towards ART with Point No.131 in normal and all wheels 

of the loco got derailed on Point No. 131. 

Cause of the accident:   Shunting staff did not observe shunt signal which was in ON position 

and did not ensure the setting of Point No.131. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. L.Venugopala Rao, Shunter/SC 

Secondary Responsible: Sri. M. Anjaiah Pointsman-A/SC 

Blameworthy: Sri. V.P.Joseph, Sr.Cabin man(working as Shunting Jamedar) and Sri.Jeetendra 

Kumar Bhagat, Dy.SS/RRI Co-ordinator. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Whenever shunting is performed with verbal instructions, voice logger recording of walkie 

talkie conversation should be done. 

2. Recommended for removal of manually operated non interlocked points after the shunt 

signal in its path of movement. 

 

13. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 10.08.2018 at CGI station of GTL division at 07.05 hrs, 

Home signal (S-1) was taken off for main line for 57478 passenger. Train arrived on to main line 

at 07:14 hrs and passed main line starter signal No. 18 at danger at 07.15 hrs and travelled a 

distance of 15.17 meters beyond the starter signal.  

Cause of the Accident: due to late application of brakes 

Responsibility:  

Primary:  

1. Sri. D. Ramireddy, LP/Passenger/DMM for passing starter signal at „ON‟ 

2. Sri. Avinash kumar, ALP/DMM for not applying emergency brake. 

Secondary: Sri. A.G.Sripathi. CLI/GY – for not counselling LP since he involved in similar case 

at KLU station in 2012. 

Matters brought to light: 

1. Loco Pilot was in continuous medication after long sick. 

2. There is no proper monitoring of ministerial staff who are dealing with VR application of 

safety category staff. There is no proper securing and up keeping of service records 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. All the LP & ALPs should be counseled about the fact that starters can be at different 

locations and not in parallel to each other.  



2. Loco Pilots with previous record of involving in SPAD and other unusuals should be 

counseled regularly and his engineman ship should be monitored on regular basis by both 

officers & Supervisors. Speed chart of those LPs to be monitored regularly.  

3. Necessary action to be taken for storage & easy retrieval of Service Records.  

4. Running staff who are under continuous medication should be monitored by in-charge CLI 

regarding their health conditions and report to CCC to take necessary action.  

5. The working hours of T.No.57478 is exceeding 10.00 hrs at times due to enroute detention 

from DMM-PAK. Hence, it should be planned to avoid detention of passenger enroute by 

SCOR & the Power Controller and Crew Controller shall plan to reduce working hours of 

Crew in co-ordination with Section controllers and relief may be arranged to Crew enroute 

in case of exceeding duty hours. The same may be followed for all the crew links also 

which are exceeding 08.00 hrs.  

6. ALP also to be included in JPO to conduct Brake Continuity Test by opening emergency 

brakes (D1/RS) and ensure brake power continuity with Guard, by which ALPs will get 

habituated in applying emergency brakes and that will also ensure proper working of 

(D1/RS) valve.  

 

14. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 13.08.2018 at about 11:20 hrs, UPKSN COAL was 

despatched from YDLP to RTPS and while passing point No.1/RTPS, 26th from train engine 

ECR BOXNMI 12100433855 leading trolley leading wheel one pair of wheel derailed outside of 

the track point No.1 on switch stopper and dragged to the distance of 265 meters from point of 

drop.  

Cause of the Accident: due to tight gauge (-)15mm in the rear of point of drop @ +1 station 

(3mm rear) 

Responsibility: RTPS engineering department. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Engineering department of RTPS should follow the safety norms in day to day maintenance. 

2. Engineering staff of RTPS should be given suitable training for track maintenance. 

 

15. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 14.08.2018 at BTTR station of BZA division at about 02:12 

hrs, Train No. 15629 TBM-GHY Exp. was blocked. At 02.15 hrs, Home signal was taken off for 

Road-7 i.e. caution aspect due to CHZ/BTPN goods clearance. Train No. 15629 passed Down 

Main line starter No. S-41 at „ON‟ position at BTTR station at 02.21 hrs at a speed of 46 kmph 

and stopped after a distance of 936 meters from starter signal. 

Cause of the Accident: due to neither LP applied brakes in time nor ALP opened RS 

Emergency brake in time. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: 1. Sri. Pankaj Kumar, LP/Mail/MAS 2. Sri. D.Naresh, Sr.ALP/MAS. 

Blameworthy: Sri. J. Gopinath, Sr.Pass.Guard/MAS. 

Matters brought to light: The superfast train crew mind concept is very sticky that their train is 

superior train and has no halts from starting point to crew changing point and their train will be 

given  priority . With the present mind set up, the crew is approaching and clearing signals at 

higher speed without ensuring adequate margin required for braking distance and thereby failing 

to stop in rear of Danger signal. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. To eradicate the present mind of the super fast train crew that their train has no halts and will 

be taken through on top priority, the concept of test stops may be introduced and inculcated 



among the running staff so that their alertness and prompt action will be tested on line at any 

time. 

2. It appears that the exchange of all right signals by the Guard with LP is being done for TSR. 

only, Exchange of all right signal must be for all caution orders i.e PSR and TSRs. 

3. The communication between LP and ALP is to be ensured especially while approaching 

signals and during negotiation of caution orders. The LIs must counsel the LPs and ALPs on 

these aspects. 

 

16. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 24.08.2018 at about 06:50 hrs, Train No. BTBR passed Up 

loop line starter No. S-4 at „ON‟ position at Anaparti (APT) station of BZA division at a speed of 7 

kmph and Loco and front trolley of wagon next to TE, derailed in open trap point No.18, The 

train stopped at a distance of 43 meters from starter signal.. 

Cause of the Accident: 

Responsibility:  

Primary: 

1. Sri. G.S.N.Murthy, LP/Goods/RJY 

2. Sri. K. Ramesh Kumar, Sr.ALP/RJY. 

Blameworthy: Sri. KVVV Srinivasa Rao, SS/APT for not relaying proper information to BZA 

Control about derailment and its infringement. 

 

17. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 30.08.2018 at about 16:00 hrs, Train No.ANG/BAP 

goods with 57 BCNHL + 1 BVZI(59/5496T) arrived MQR station of SC division from UTCM 

siding. Diesel Engine No 70048 & 12791 WDG-4/KZJ were attached to this train. This train 

started from Road -5 at 20.15 hrs and while it was proceeding on to Up Main line, 5 wagons i.e 

3rd to 7th from engine  derailed at KM 24/1-23/27 at about 20.20 hrs on Up main line.  

Cause of the Accident: due to un even loading. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: UTCM/MQR 

Secondary: Sri. Sk. Khayyum Basha , Sr.Commercial clerk/UTCM/MQR for not ensuring even 

loading. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Regular checks to be conducted by Commercial Inspectors/Supervisors at loading points 

whether loading pattern is being followed as per instructions issued by RDSO. 

2. All commercial clerks/supervisors posted at loading points should ensure loading pattern. 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of KRNT station of HYB division conducted on 

05/06.09.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

1. Shunting operations: 

 Every day shunting is performed for coaching train. Since it‟s a single line section, 
shunting beyond home signal will be treated as train movement. While returning back 
for passing, home signal should be taken “OFF‟ or authority should be given. But 
either authority or signal was not taken “OFF”. Operating staff as well as running 
staff should be counselled properly. 

 The procedure being followed to back the train to siding under the name of block back is 
not applicable to South Central Railway. Instructions given in the BWM shall be followed. 

2. Officers Inspection Register: 

 Sr.DSO/HYB has conducted inspection on 26.04.18 and stated that detailed inspection 



notes will follow, however, the said inspection notes were not available till date. 
Inspection notes shall be provided in time in order to rectify irregularities/ lapses 
committed by staff and submit compliance. 

 DOM/G/HYB has conducted inspections on 12.10.17, 09.02.18 and 18.04.18. 
Inspections per month shall be conducted as per schedule of inspections prescribed for 
DOM/Gs by PCOM/SCR. Dy.CSO/Tfc./SC has conducted station inspection on 10.01.18 
and compliance is recorded.  

3. TIs inspection Register: 

              It was observed that TI/KRNT has not conducting the regular inspection of the station as 
per schedule (once in three months) prescribed for sectional TIs. Quality inspection duly 
pointing out irregularities in trains working should be conducted. 

4. Essential Equipment: 

            As per SWR of KRNT Appendix - E, all the essential equipment are available. However, all 
the 10 clamp pad locks available are of non standard size procured from open market 

5. Gradation Register: 

Staff gradation was done on 01.07.18. All SS/SM (10) & Pointsmen (06) were graded as „A‟. 
The blanket gradation should be avoided and realistic assessment to be done in awarding 
gradation to staff. 

6. Caution Order Register: 
            Sr. No. 343, JE/P.Way/JCL imposed SR of 50KMPH at KM 73/6-5 between GLY - BABR 

stations on 31.08.18 due to rough riding. In observations “Engineering hand signals & 
banner flag and stop if required” is mentioned. This may be given by the concern station or 
wrongly written by Dy.SS/KRNT (notice station) who received message. Need to be 
corrected. 

7. S&T Failure Register: 

 On 26.10.16, PLCT was prepared for 57436. Subsequently cancelled, but there is no 
entry in the S&T failure Register. 

 On 11.05.2017, PLCT was prepared for 127866. Subsequently cancelled but there is 
no entry in the S&T Failure Register. 

           An entry in the S&T Failure Register shall be made whenever failure takes place irrespective 
of authority issued or not. 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of KRNT station of HYB division conducted on 

05/06.09.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

1. General Observations: 

a. Two different rail section i.e. 60kg & 52kg are available between Point No.16B & 14B 
which is not permitted (both are with 52kg rail and Point No.15B, 1in16 is with 60kg rail 
section).  

b. Emergency joggled fish plates with two clamps are missing at number of locations and 
need to be recouped/ relocated. 

c. Road is near to track in circular portion of the curve at Km 250/2-3 & 250/8-9. Barricade 
to be provided at this location to avoid road vehicle infringements.  

d. Non standard Gate warning boards at all LCs, are to be replaced with standard one. 
        

2. Major Bridge No. 445 (3x12.2m) at KM 242/6-7 between KRNT-DUU stations:  

Scabbed rails on bridge proper are to be replaced. Rail screw spikes are not hold properly 
to guard rails. 

3. Important Bridge No. 442 (45x18.30m) at KM 241/6 between KRNT-DUU stations: 

a. Inspection ladder cover plates at trolley refuge locations are missing. It is very unsafe 
especially for Keymen/ NPMs who are doing patrolling. 

b. Re-railing ramp is not provided on both ends. 
c. Major alignment defects in track on both approaches need to be attended on priority.     
One unauthorized Kuchcha road is provided at vent on KRNT end. Height gauge shall be 
provided to safeguard the bridge.           



4. Important PSC Girder Bridge No. 450 (14x12.98m) at KM 244/1-2 between KRNT-DUU 
stations: 
a. Re-railing ramp is not provided on both ends. 
b. In curve No.103 at KM 248/3-5, inadequate cess on outer rail side causing rolling down 

of ballast. Cess is to be attended and made good. 
5. Reverse Curve No.100 & 101 at KM 244/3 between KRNT-DUU stations: 
a. Versines in transition portion need to be attended. 
b. Lateral & vertical wear of outer rail in the curve portion, is more than prescribed. Proper 

equipment for measuring the rail wear was not available to measure exact wear. 
SSE/P.Way/KRNT was not aware and no record is maintained. 

c. At KM 244/9-245/0, major alignment in transition curve needs to be attended on priority/ 
immediately. 

d. In curve portion, some part of track structure is 60kg PSC sleepers with 52kg rails. 
Combination MS liners need to be provided to maintain the prescribed gauge. 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of KRNT station of HYB division conducted on 

05/06.09.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

1. Testing of safety point alarm system: 

       The Safety Point Alarm System was tested for Train No. 57426 Up Pass between GTL - KCG 
which was arrived on up 1st loop at 10.02 hrs and found not functioning. The route was also not 
cleared automatically for said train. It is understood that safety point was not working for last 
one week. The fault shall be rectified immediately otherwise it will have adverse impact on GR 
3.38 (2) regarding reversal of points. 

2. Cable meggaring: 

        During cable meggaring on 6/7-12-2017, Home signal is kept in blank condition. For passing      
this signal, authority i.e.T369 (3b) is issued, which is not correct. As per G&SR Appendix-III, 
4.4 “A common NI Home signal without route indicator in case of colour light signals 
should be provided with caution aspect ”. 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of KRNT station of HYB division conducted on 

05/06.09.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

1. Crew Sign „on‟ and Sign „off‟ register: CMS Kiosk was commissioned long back. But it 

was not used due to non-availability of CMS operator. Presently, Sign ‟ON‟ & „OFF‟ activity 
is done manually in the Register. 

2. The work of converting of Crew Rest Rooms into fully AC, should be completed before 
30.09.2018. 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of KRNT station of HYB division conducted on 

05/06.09.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

1. The platform TXR room was not equipped with any bear minimum facilities viz. table, chair, 
PC and other miscellaneous items. The same should be procured immediately.                      

2. OEM attention is being given in Road No. 5.  The watering facilities are not available for PF 
3, Road 4 & 5. It was observed that sufficient water facility was available at KRNT. 
Therefore, it is suggested to develop CAMTECH watering facilities like BZA with dedicated 
overhead tank. 

****                                                                                                                                                                

  



 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

The Loco Pilot shall enter station yard with his train under complete control and avoid 
overshooting stop boards or starter signals or the place where the train is required to 
come to a stand. When working a passenger train the Loco Pilot shall ensure that the 

passenger bogies do not overshoot the platform.(S.R.4.49.1) 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
The Guard shall, as soon as the train is stopped at the first Stop signal, check up that the 
tail board or tail lamp is correctly exhibited and shall maintain a vigilant attitude in rear of 
the train. After fifteen minutes or such less time as may be prescribed by special 
instructions, the Guard shall, irrespective of whether the cause is apparent or not, 
proceed to protect the rear of the train in accordance with instructions laid down in Rule 

6.03. (G.R.4.48) 
 

ATTENTION …….. C&W Officials 
Percentage of Brake power in Coaching & Freight trains: 

The percentage of effective brake power for different services at originating station as 
well as en route is given below: (16.2.of Appendix VI of G&SR) 

Coaching 

Service Originating % enroute % 

Mail/Express 100 90 

Passenger 100 Not specified 

Freight 
CC rake 100 Not specified 

Others 85 Not specified 

 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 
A gang shall not commence or carry on any work which will involve danger to 
trains or to traffic without the previous permission of the Inspector of Way or 
Works, or of some competent railway servant appointed in this behalf by special 
instructions; and the railway servant who gives such permission shall himself be 
present to superintend such work, and shall see that the provisions of Rules 

15.08 and 15.09 are observed: (G.R.15.06) 

 


